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1. INTRODUCTION

Following the ERA Convention 2017, the Future Group outlined and agreed upon several new
projects to support the rental industry in hiring and retaining new talent. The first step was to identify
which job positions are common to most of the members of the ERA. In order to do this, the Future
Group created a flow chart representing the entire customer journey, establishing the key points
in the process at which customers interact with an employee of the organisation. This enabled the
Future Group to determine specific job profiles for crucial positions in the rental industry as a whole.
These profiles should be of benefit to recruiters, current employees and prospective candidates to
help them gain a clearer understanding of their current or future roles. The concept underpinning
the job profiles is that they will provide more detail and insight than traditional job descriptions, and
can therefore be utilised to more effectively match prospective candidates with roles that suit their
skillset, qualifications and personality type.
To begin with, the Future Group decided to undertake in-depth analysis of one position only, with the
potential for the format to be expanded to more positions if desired. The position chosen for this first
overview
profiling was that of the branch manager—a crucial role throughout the industry.
The number of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
JOB POSITIONS
in the
equipment rental
industry
collectively
determine
a company’s
online
presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore communication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.
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a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw
a shop Journey
winCoustumer
dow or was given a business card for the first time. Back then, presentation and professionalism
were key, and this still remains the case. However, today, customers are coming to expect more
and more services to be integrated into that first interaction. This could mean web features that
enable direct bookings, live chat options, faQ pages and complaint/feedback areas. Information
presented visually as images and video is also essential for effectively conveying the company’s
product or service, and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, but
it is also the starting point for many potential employees. The best quality talent will be attracted
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitive design.
Consider also that 60% of web traffic—comprising both potential customers and employees—now
comes from mobile devices. The importance of mobile optimisation for company websites simply
cannot be understated. That being said, we’re not saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,
with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
on websites than those using mobile devices.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE
The Approach
We evaluated several branch manager job descriptions for members of the ERA in order to pinpoint
key features of the role. The most common responsibilities depicted in these job descriptions were to
be able to manage a team, implement sales campaigns, and to motivate and train employees.
Additionally, we developed and carried out structured interviews with current branch managers and
their supervisors. The interviews were conducted via phone or video calls that lasted between 25–40
minutes,andthecentralthemesandfocalpointswerebasedonsuggestionsfromtheFutureGroup.
These included topics such as: daily tasks, collaboration and leadership, values and principles,
individualcareerbackgrounds,criticalincidents,expertiseanduseoftechnology,organisationand
execution,andvisionaryfocus.
We interviewed a represantative sample.We covered companies; in Central Europe, in
overview

Scandinavia, in Eastern Europe and in Southern Europe.
Dailynumber
Work of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
The
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore communication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.
For most branch managers, work usually starts early
Daily to-do
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ensuring
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Managing
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someone is missing.”
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branchwill
managers
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitive design.
Consider also that 60% of web traffic—comprising both potential customers and employees—now
comes from mobile devices. The importance of mobile optimisation for company websites simply
cannot be understated. That being said, we’re not saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,
with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
on websites than those using mobile devices.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE

Collaboration and Leadership
The branch manager navigates working relationships
between clients, sales representatives, and operational
managers
overviewsuch as service managers, workshop
managers and logistics managers. They also play a role in
overseeing
staff andthrough
the installation
of equip- and brands can market themselves and
The numberwarehouse
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which businesses
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managers we spoke to explained that although the
members of his team are qualified for their specific
roles, his duty is to oversee the processes and step in
where necessary, utilising his knowledge of the industry if
Websites
needed. Over time, he anticipates this knowledge will be
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over to his website
staff through
practical
application.  
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Further,
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onlybranch
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the sales
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which
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Therefore,
and leadership
Consider alsoexpert
that 60%communication
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That being
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with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
on websites than those using mobile devices.
A branch manager usually reports their key performance
indicators (KPIs) once a week to their supervisor in order
Workshop
to provide feedback and an overview on how the business
Logistic
Team
manager
is running overall.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE

overview
The number of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore communication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.

Websites
A visit to a company’s website is often the first interaction a potential customer will have with
a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw a shop window or was given a business card for the first time. Back then, presentation and professionalism
were key, and this still remains the case. However, today, customers are coming to expect more
and more services to be integrated into that first interaction. This could mean web features that
enable direct bookings, live chat options, faQ pages and complaint/feedback areas. Information
presented visually as images and video is also essential for effectively conveying the company’s
product or service, and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, but
it is also the starting point for many potential employees. The best quality talent will be attracted
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitive design.
Consider also that 60% of web traffic—comprising both potential customers and employees—now
comes from mobile devices. The importance of mobile optimisation for company websites simply
cannot be understated. That being said, we’re not saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,
with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
on websites than those using mobile devices.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE
Values & Personality

SERVICE AND LOGISTICS
One of the most crucial elements of a branch manager’s personality is that of stress-resistance
as their working environment is in a state of constant change and therefore they must adapt
themselves and their teams to new situations every day. Pressure from both clients and the
overview
logistics/operations teams within the company is navigated by the branch manager, who must
co-ordinate departments to ensure satisfaction is reached at both sides.
The number of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
Other essential values for branch managers include the ability to fully empathise with
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
others, underpinned by a strong principle of the provision of exceptional customer care.
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
The branch manager must therefore be able to recognise and deal with all different types
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore commuof people and situations in a tailored and appropriate manner.
nication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.
The branch managers we interviewed cited fast and calm decision-making as a fundamental part of their role. Most branch managers have a large degree of freedom around
the decisions they make, so it is essential that they are able to take full responsibility for
the outcomes. Their competency in their role is determined largely by their quantitatiWebsites
ve results, so any poor decisions will likely manifest as unmet expectations and targets
rather
than later.
A visit to asooner
company’s
website
is often the first interaction a potential customer will have with
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to that ofthat
the finding
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a shop winOne
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for athe
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time.ofBack
then,branch
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professionalism
blems
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key
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a good
manager,
the ability
were key, to
andthink
this outside
still remains
case.
today, customers
are coming
to expect
more
of thethe
box
andHowever,
to see business
opportunities
where others
might
not. A
and more branch
servicesmanager
to be integrated
that first
interaction.
could
web features
that
we spokeinto
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that beingThis
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and weaknesenable direct
livemembers
chat options,
faQ
pages and
complaint/feedback
areas.
sesbookings,
of his team
is very
important
when
helping them reach
theirInformation
potential as a
presentedco-working
visually as unit.
images
and
video
is
also
essential
for
effectively
conveying
the
company’s
In terms of his own character, he stated that his high degree of approachaproduct orbility
service,
to engage
customers
withfactor
an overall
sense
of the people
the brand.
and and
“open-door
policy”
was a key
driving
his success,
whilstbehind
also being
able to
Further, a effectively
company’scommunicate
website is notfeedback—both
only the first impression
potential
customers
receive,
butthat
positive and
negative—to
his will
team
in a way
it is also the
starting
point for and
many
potential
employees. The best quality talent will be attracted
is fully
understood
easily
implemented.
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitive design.
Consider also
that branch
60% ofmanager
web traffic—comprising
both potential
customersofand
employees—now
Another
we spoke to emphasised
the importance
mindset
when it comes
comes from
devices. The importance
optimisation
forrelationships
company websites
simplyand
to mobile
client management.
He focuses of
onmobile
establishing
positive
with clients,
cannot be underlying
understated.
That
being said,
notclients
sayingisgoodbye
desktop
every
interaction
he we’re
has with
the ethostothat
“everysites
dealany
is atime
goodsoon,
deal.”
with a study
2017 showing
that,
average,
desktop
visitors spend
longer
It’sconducted
crucial thatinbranch
managers
areonable
to serve
all customers
equally1.9
to times
the same
high
on websites
than those
using
devices.
standard,
but at
the mobile
same time
skilfully prioritise the right clients when necessary.
The branch managers interviewed generally have good relationships with their supervisors
and value this relationship very highly. Indeed, the most common response to the question
“What would make you consider leaving your role in the company?” was being left alone and
unsupported with problems that are extremely difficult to handle and overcome. The next
most common response was to lose the freedom of independent decision-making in the role.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE

Critical Incidents

Success Factors

A thriving branch manager will combine basic
A fundamental skill shared by all successful
branch managers is the ability to handle critical
business knowledge with application of strong
incidents effectively and smoothly, thereleadership qualities and the ability to remain
calm whilst multitasking under pressure. The
by bringing structure to their chaotic working
environments. There is no one-size-fits-all
importance of building long-lasting relationships
solution to the plethora of issues that branch
both internally within the organisation and exmanagers will face, and therefore it is their level
ternally with key client accounts cannot be unof
skill
and
experience
handling
such
challenderstated—one manager stated that focusing
overview
ges that will determine the overall outcome for
only on one’s own depot is a key oversight that
the
business.
distinguishes
the weak
branchthemselves
managers and
from
The number of online channels through which businesses
and brands
can market
those
that
succeed
in
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long-term.
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
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of thedetermine
issues faced
by branchonline
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collectively
a company’s
presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
present
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and
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Exbranch
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way.
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but
don’tthe
have
such straightforward
solutions—
underpinning
the comit is also
starting
point for many potential
employees.that
Thethe
bestprocesses
quality talent
will be attracted
often clients
will demand
equipment
both adhered
and documented
to professional
websites
that showcase
the that
brand clearly,pany
with are
sophisticated
andto
intuitive
design.
the depot
doesn’t
have.
as a matter
of protocol.
Consider
also simply
that 60%
of web
traffic—comprising both potential
customers
and employees—now
comes from mobile devices. The importance of mobile optimisation for company websites simply
•O
 ther
challenges
need
to be
dealt
withnot saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,
cannot
be such
understated.
That
being
said,
we’re
in
an
appropriately
sensitive
manner.
Anowith a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
ther branch
manager
we spoke
to devices.
described
on websites
than
those using
mobile
the experience of giving team members negative feedback—and in some cases firing
them—as one of the most delicate and difficult parts of his role.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE
Expertise & Technology
The branch managers we interviewed all use a range of hardware and software to fulfil their daily
responsibilities, which includes;
SMARTPHONES to manage emails and calls.

LAPTOPS/DESKTOP computers.

overview
such as Microsoft
Officecan
and
Skype.themselves and
BASIC
OFFICE
SOFTWARE
The number of online
channels
through
which businesses
and brands
market
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore commuENTERPRISE
RESOURCE
PLANNING
software
to manage
nication via each platform
needs to
be specifically
tailored to(ERP)
maximise
interaction
with thethe
target
business
and
automate
back
office
functions
related
to
technology,
services
demographics in the most effective way.
and HR.

Websites

 USTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRM) software to manage
C
interactions with customers, streamline processes and improve profitability.
A visit to a company’s website is often the first interaction a potential customer will have with
a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw a shop window or was given a business card for the first time. Back then, presentation and professionalism
were key, and this still remains the case. However, today, customers are coming to expect more
rental and
and more servicesSpecialist
to be integrated
intotransport
that first MANAGEMENT
interaction. This SOFTWARE.
could mean web features that
enable direct bookings, live chat options, faQ pages and complaint/feedback areas. Information
presented visually as images and video is also essential for effectively conveying the company’s
product or service,
and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
Organisation
& Execution
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, but
itBranch
is alsomanagers
the starting
point
many
potential
The best
will the
be attracted
must
befor
able
to strike
a fineemployees.
balance in their
work quality
routinetalent
between
documented
to
professional
websites
that
showcase
the
brand
clearly,
with
sophisticated
and
intuitive
design.
process-based tasks, and the other more ad-hoc, leadership-based projects. According to the
branch
Consider
also
that
60%
of
web
traffic—comprising
both
potential
customers
and
employees—now
managers we interviewed, 50–80% of their work is process-based—tasks such as logistics, maincomes
devices.
The importance
of mobile
for company
taining from
a safemobile
and secure
working
environment,
quality optimisation
assurance, ensuring
high websites
levels of simply
customer
cannot
be
understated.
That
being
said,
we’re
not
saying
goodbye
to
desktop
sites
any
time
soon,in
satisfaction, and the purchasing of new equipment—these must all follow a clear protocol, often
with
a
study
conducted
in
2017
showing
that,
on
average,
desktop
visitors
spend
1.9
times
longer
collaboration with other colleagues.
on
than
those of
using
mobilemanager’s
devices. time is used to work on improving the management of
Thewebsites
remaining
20–50%
a branch

their team and equipment, alongside more specialised and individualised projects for which they take
overall responsibility. The fundamental skill applied by an effective branch manager is to adapt the
processes appropriately where necessary in any given situation to account for any shortfall in either
manpower or equipment availability.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE
KPI´s
A branch manager’s targets are usually number-driven and it is essential that the KPIs align with the
expectations of their supervisors. Branch manager supervisors will use both operational and logistic
KPIs to monitor their branch managers, alongside regular depot visits and feedback retrieval from
sales representatives. However, it should be noted that the main responsibility of the branch manager
is to maintain a satisfactory customer experience. Although a branch manager’s success is measured
to a certain extent by KPIs relating to sales and profitability, these targets are usually more relevant
for the sales representatives.
The economic KPIs most often used to measure and track the success of a branch manager are:
• Net turnover

overview

• Net profit 	

• Depot running costs/
financial utilisation

• Return on investments

The customer satisfaction KPIs most often used to measure and track the success of a branch
The number of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
manager are:
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
• Email response rate. The percentage of email queries from customers that are responded to
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore commuwithin a given time frame.
nication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
• Client complaints. The number of formal complaints received from customers within a given time
demographics in the most effective way.
frame. The percentage of complaints reaching a satisfactory outcome for the client could also be
measured.
• X-minute call back. Some rental companies guarantee a qualified engineer will call a
client back within 10 minutes from an initial service claim i.e. on-site equipment failure.
Websites
This KPI relates to the success rate at which this promise is achieved.
• 
S
day repair. website
If a claimis cannot
be first
solved
by the initial
phonecustomer
call, further
A visit ame
to a company’s
often the
interaction
a potential
willcustomer
have withguarantees
are
often
in
place
that
promise
a
qualified
engineer
will
be
on
site
and
solve
the aissue
a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw
shopwithin
win24
hours
from
the
initial
service
claim.
This
KPI
therefore
depends
upon
the
rate
at
which this
dow or was given a business card for the first time. Back then, presentation and professionalism
is fulfilled.
wereguarantee
key, and this
still remains the case. However, today, customers are coming to expect more
•
M

achine
availability.
Some rental
internally This
measure
quickly
they turnaround
and more services to be integrated
intocompanies
that first interaction.
could how
mean
web features
that
equipment
returning
from
a
previous
rental
contract
into
“rent
ready”
condition
for
a new contract
enable direct bookings, live chat options, faQ pages and complaint/feedback areas. Information
or for eventual
replacement.
KPI
of the efficiency
of theconveying
branch manager,
and has a
presented
visually as
images andThis
video
is informs
also essential
for effectively
the company’s
direct
impact
on
customer
satisfaction.
product or service, and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, but
One
of the
supervisors
weemployees.
interviewedThe
elaborated
further
on will
thebe
KPIs
in use at
it is also
the branch
startingmanager
point for many
potential
best quality
talent
attracted
his
organisation.
He
explained
that
the
customer
experience-based
KPIs
are
made
available
on the
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitive design.
online
customer
portal
in
order
to
maintain
transparency
with
clients.
All
of
the
KPIs
are
automated,
Consider also that 60% of web traffic—comprising both potential customers and employees—now
measured
and
analysed
in real-time
as they are
nativelyoptimisation
built into thefor
CRM.
At his websites
company,simply
they are
comes from
mobile
devices.
The importance
of mobile
company
also
directly
linked with employees’
bonuses.
cannot
be understated.
That being said,
we’re not saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,
with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
For
branch managers,
emphasised
that the KPIs must be linked with customers’ expectations—any
on websites
than thoseheusing
mobile devices.
breaking of internal company rules in order to fulfil customer desires renders the KPIs meaningless.
Further, KPIs should be reviewed at least on an annual basis and the outcomes openly discussed with
stakeholders, customers and employees in different departments.
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2. THE BRANCH MANAGER
AN IN-DEPTH PROFILE
Visionary Focus
The rental industry is moving at a rapid pace propelled by the use of new technology and branch
managers are expected to keep up with these changes on all levels. More and more clients are now
demanding services both online and offline, meaning that rental companies must now adopt an omnichannel presence to satisfy expectations. Increasing levels of service provision online means that:
• Logistics is more challenging. In order for smooth equipment rental for both online and offline
customers, availability and requests on all platforms must be tracked in real-time, every second.
Tight systems need to be in place to ensure equipment isn’t reserved online while a different
customer is travelling to the depot to collect that same piece of equipment.
• There is less customer contact. Equipment rental can now be booked online and the entire process can be automatised via online apps. Technologies such as radio frequency identification
(RFID) can also now automatise the handling of rental returns, meaning that fewer employees are
overview
needed at the depot as well cutting the number of customer-facing staff in branch.
• Less customer contact makes building strong customer relationships harder. It’s essential that
The number of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
branch managers constantly strive to establish strong client relationships in order that their custom
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
is not solely price-driven. In the future, this could translate to rental companies developing into full
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
service providers, offering services as part of their equipment rental package in order to distingueach channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore commuish themselves from the competition.
nication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.
Supervisor Impressions
One
of the supervisors we interviewed explained that the role of the branch manager could be underWebsites
taken in two ways. Firstly, by employing a dedicated branch manager for each depot with the responsibilities
above,
functioning
in between
operationsaand
sales, customer
ensuring customer
satisfaction
A visit tooutlined
a company’s
website
is often
the first interaction
potential
will have with
as
their
primary
role.
However,
a
similar
outcome
could
be
achieved
by
instead
employing
a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw acentralised
shop winstaff
who
aregiven
responsible
for card
clientfor
management
and
keythen,
account
management.
At the same time,
dow or
was
a business
the first time.
Back
presentation
and professionalism
operations
would
theremains
responsibility
of individual
and depots,
led by logistics
were key, and
thisbe
still
the case.
However,workshops
today, customers
are coming
to expectmanagers.  
more
and more services to be integrated into that first interaction. This could mean web features that
In
termsdirect
of their
responses
asked what
lookand
forcomplaint/feedback
in branch manager applicants,
the superenable
bookings,
livewhen
chat options,
faQthey
pages
areas. Information
visors
generally
focused
moreand
on soft
factors
such
as approachability,
easy-going
and the
presented
visually
as images
video
is also
essential
for effectivelyan
conveying
theattitude
company’s
ability
to
provide
high
levels
of
customer
service
over
academic
certification
or
experience
in
the
same
product or service, and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
role.
Experience
within
the
construction
or
rental
industries
is
preferred,
but
not
essential.
In
fact,
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, butone
supervisor
us that
out ofemployees.
their newly-appointed
branch
managers,
a former opitbranch
is alsomanager
the starting
point fortold
many
potential
The best quality
talent
will be attracted
tician
is
currently
outshining
an
employee
that
worked
for
years
in
the
car
rental
industry.
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitiveEssentially,
design.
itConsider
is a candidate’s
that
will be the deciding
factor
in determining
in the role.
also thatpersonality
60% of web
traffic—comprising
both
potential
customerstheir
and success
employees—now
An
entrepreneurial
fundamental
if branch
managers
are going
to thrive websites
and develop
areas
comes
from mobilemindset
devices.isThe
importance
of mobile
optimisation
for company
simply
of
the company
by themselves.
cannot
be understated.
That being said, we’re not saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,

with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
Another
pointthan
thatthose
supervisors
consider
is the extent of variety in their team of branch managers in
on websites
using mobile
devices.
terms of their career backgrounds. Building a team that can assist each other with different pockets
of technical knowledge and experience is critical when trying to maximise their ability to work well
together.
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3. THE FUTURE OUTLOOK

Both the branch managers and supervisors we spoke to concurred that the role of the branch manager will evolve as time goes on and the use of online technology grows. Data tracking and data interpretation were emphasised as imperative if rental companies are going to succeed in the future. This
will be facilitated by the establishment and integration of new systems to automatise processes that
were previously done manually. As a result, the number of in-person sales tasks will decrease, meaning that the number of employees working for organisations (including branch managers) will also
decrease. However, during this transition it is crucial that key accounts are managed to an exceptional
standard to ensure customer satisfaction.
When asked about what would make their work easier, branch managers and their supervisors cited
similar changes: easier-to-use and more integrated I.T. systems, establishing partnerships to outsource tasks, and more streamlined, consistent processes. One supervisor we interviewed added that
displaying equipment manuals and documentation in a more interactive, engaging way may increase
accessibility to that information for both employees and customers and therefore improve the efficienoverview
cy of the organisation.
Ultimately, it was agreed that it is not only the processes within an organisation that need to be optimiThe number of online channels through which businesses and brands can market themselves and
sed, but the people too. Inspiration can be taken from other industries such as automotive rental, as
interact with consumers is forever growing, but this report will focus solely on the largest four which
they are currently ahead in terms of their innovation and use of online technology. Emphasis should
collectively determine a company’s online presence: websites, facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
be placed on developing employees to think more inventively, more quickly, and to be more open to
each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore commuonline solutions that will shape their role into a more client-focused position.  
nication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.

Websites
A visit to a company’s website is often the first interaction a potential customer will have with
a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw a shop window or was given a business card for the first time. Back then, presentation and professionalism
were key, and this still remains the case. However, today, customers are coming to expect more
and more services to be integrated into that first interaction. This could mean web features that
enable direct bookings, live chat options, faQ pages and complaint/feedback areas. Information
presented visually as images and video is also essential for effectively conveying the company’s
product or service, and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, but
it is also the starting point for many potential employees. The best quality talent will be attracted
to professional websites that showcase the brand clearly, with sophisticated and intuitive design.
Consider also that 60% of web traffic—comprising both potential customers and employees—now
comes from mobile devices. The importance of mobile optimisation for company websites simply
cannot be understated. That being said, we’re not saying goodbye to desktop sites any time soon,
with a study conducted in 2017 showing that, on average, desktop visitors spend 1.9 times longer
on websites than those using mobile devices.
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each channel offers something different in terms of its purpose and style, and therefore communication via each platform needs to be specifically tailored to maximise interaction with the target
demographics in the most effective way.

A visit to a company’s website is often the first interaction a potential customer will have with
a brand. Its importance can therefore be likened to that of the past when someone saw a shop window or was given a business card for the first time. Back then, presentation and professionalism
were key, and this still remains the case. However, today, customers are coming to expect more
and more services to be integrated into that first interaction. This could mean web features that
enable direct bookings, live chat options, faQ pages and complaint/feedback areas. Information
presented visually as images and video is also essential for effectively conveying the company’s
product or service, and to engage customers with an overall sense of the people behind the brand.
Further, a company’s website is not only the first impression potential customers will receive, but
it is also the starting point for many potential employees. The best quality talent will be attracted
to professional websites that showcase
the brand
with sophisticated and intuitive design.
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